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THE RACE-PROBLEM IN AMERICA.*

The residence of various races of men in the same national

community is a fact which has occurred in every period of

time and in every quarter of the globe. So well known is

this fact of history that the mention of a few special instances

will be sufficient for this occasion.

It took place in earliest times on the plains of Babylon.

It was seen on the banks of the Nile, in the land of the

Pharaohs. The same fact occurred again when the barbarian

hosts of the North fell upon effete Roman society and

changed the fate of Europe. Once more we witness the

like fact when the Moors swept along the banks of the Medi-

terranean, and seated themselves in might and majesty on

the hills of Grenada and along the fertile slopes of Arragon

and Castile. And now, in the 19th century, we have the

largest illustration of the same fact in our own Republic,

where are gathered together, in one national community,

sixty millions of people of every race and kindred under the

sun. It might be supposed that an historical fact so large

and multiform would furnish a solution of the great race-

problem, which now invites attention in American society.

We read the future by the past. And without doubt there are

certain principles of population which are invariable in their

working and universal in their results. Such principles are

*A paper read at the Church Congress (Protestant Episcopal Church),

Buffalo, N. Y., November 20, 1888.
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inductions from definite conditions, and may be called the

laws of population. They are, too, both historical and pre-

dictive. One cannot only ascertain through them the past

condition of States and peoples, but they give a light which

opens up with clearness the future of great commonwealths.

But, singular as it may seem, there is no fixed law of his-

tory by which to determine the probabilities of the race-

problem in the United States. We can find nowhere such

invariability of result as to set a principle or determine

what may be called an historical axiom.

Observe just here the inevitable confusion which is sure

to follow the aim after historical precedent in this problem.

The descendants of Nimrod and Assur, people of two dif-

ferent stocks, settled in Babylon ; and the result was amal-

gamation.*

The Jews and the Egyptians under the Pharaohs inhab-

ited the same country 400 years; but antagonism was the

result and expulsion the final issue.

The Tartars overran China in the tenth century, and the

result has been amalgamation.

The Goths and Vandals poured into Italy like a flood, and
the result has been absorption.

The Celts and Scandinavians clustered like bees from the
fourth to the sixth centuries in the British Isles, and the
result has been absorption.

The Northmen and Gauls have lived side by side in Nor-
mandy since the tenth century, and the result has been
absorption.

The Moors and Spaniards came into the closest contact in

*" Duties of Higher toward Lower Races." Canon Rawlinson, Princeton

Review, Nov., 1878.
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the sixth century, and it resulted in constant antagonism

and in final expulsion.

The Caucasian and the Indian have lived in close neigh-

borhood on this continent since 1492, and the result has

been the extinction of the Indian.

The Papuan and the Malay have lived side by side for

ages in the tropical regions of the Pacific, and have main-

tained every possible divergence of tribal life, of blood, gov-

ernment, and religion, down to the present, and yet have

remained perpetually and yet peacefully separate and dis-

tinct.*

These facts, circling deep historic ages, show that we can

find no definite historical precedent or principle applicable

to the race-problem in America.

Nevertheless we are not entirely at sea with regard to

this problem. There are certain tendencies, seen for over 200

vears in our population, which indicate settled, determinate

proclivities, and which show, if I mistake not, the destiny

of races.

What, then, are the probabilities of the future? Do the

indications point to amalgamation or to absorption as the

outcome of race-life in America? Are we to have the inter-

mingling of our peoples into one common blood or the per-

petuity of our diverse stocks, with the abiding integrity of

race, blood, and character?

I might meet the theory which anticipates amalgamation

by the great principle manifested in every sphere, viz :

"That nature is constantly departing from the simple to

the complex ; starting off in new lines from the homoge-

neous to the heterogeneous;" striking out in divers ways

* See " Physics and Politics," by Bagehot, pp. 84, 85.
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into variety; and hence we are hedged in, in the aim after

blood-unity, by a law of nature which is universal, and

which excludes the notion of amalgamation.

But I turn from the abstract to history It is now about

268 years since the tides of immigration began to beat upon

our shores. This may be called a brief period, but 268 years

is long enough to fix a new type of man. Has such a new

type sprung up here to life? Has a new commingled race,

the result of our diverse elements, come forth from the cru-

cible of our heterogeneous nationality ?

We will indulge in no speculation upon this subject. We
will exclude even the faintest tinge of the imagination.

The facts alone shall speak for themselves.

First of all is the history of the Anglo-Saxon race in

America. In many respects it has been the foremost element

in the American population; in largeness of numbers, in

civil polity and power, in educational impress, and in re-

ligious influence. What has become of this element of our

population ? Has it been lost in the current of the divergent

streams of life which have been spreading abroad through-

out the land ?

Why, every one knows that in New England, in Virginia,

in the Far West, along the Atlantic seaboard, that fully three-

fifths of the whole American population are the offspring of

this same hardy, plodding, common-sense people that they

were centuries ago, when their fathers pressed through the

forests of Jamestown or planted their feet upon the sterile

soil of Plymouth.

Some of you may remember the remark of Mr. Lowell, on
his return in 1885 from his mission to England. He said

that when English people spoke to him of Americans as a
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people different from themselves, he always told them that

in blood he was just as much an Englishman as they were

;

and Mr. Lowell in this remark was the spokesman of not

less than thirty-six millions of men of as direct Anglo-Saxon

descent as the men of Kent or the people of Yorkshire.

The Celtic element came to America in two separate col-

umns. The French entered Canada in 1607 They came

with all that glow, fervor, gallantry, social aptitude, and re-

ligious loyalty which for centuries have characterized the

Gallic blood, and which are still conspicuous features on

both sides of the Atlantic.

The other section of the Celtic family began their im-

migration about 1640, and they have almost depopulated

Ireland to populate America, and their numbers now are

millions.

One or two facts are observable concerning the French

and Irish, viz: (1) That, although kindred in blood, tem-

perament, and religion, they have avoided both neighbor-

hood of locality and marital alliance ; and (2) so great has

been the increase of the Hibernian family that in Church life

and political importance they form a vast solidarity in the

nation.

The German, like the Celtic family, came over in two sec-

tions. The Batavian stock came first from Holland in 1608,

and made New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania their

habitat. The Germans proper, or High Germans, have been

streaming into the Republic since 1680, bringing with them

that steadiness and sturdiness, that thrift and acquisitiveness,

that art and learning, that genius and acumen, which have

o-iven an elastic spring to American culture, depth to philos-

ophy, and inspiration to music and to art.
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And here they are in great colonies in the Middle and

Western States, and in vast sections of our great cities. And
yet where can one discover any decline in the purity of Ger-

man blood, or the likelihood of its ultimate loss in the veins

of alien people ?

The negro contingent was one of the earliest contributions

to the American population. The black man came quickly

on the heel of the Cavalier at Jamestown, and before the

arrival of the Puritan in the east. " That fatal, that per-

fidious bark" of Sir John Hawkins, that "ferried the slave

captive o'er the sea" from Africa, preceded the Mayflower

one year and five months.

From that small cargo and its after arrivals have arisen

the large black population, variously estimated from 8 to

10,000,000. It is mostly, especially in the wide rural areas

of the South, a purely Negro population. In the large cities

there is a wide intermixture of blood. This, by some writ-

ers, is taken as the indication of ultimate and entire amal-

gamation. But the past in this incident is no sign of the

future. The gross and violent intermingling of the blood

of the southern white man cannot be taken as an index of

the future of the black race.

Amalgamation in its exact sense means the approach of

affinities. The word applied to human beings implies will,

and the consent of two parties. In this sense there has been
no amalgamation of the two races ; for the neoro in this

land has ever been the truest of men, in marital allegiance

to his own race.

Intermixture of blood there has been—not by the amalga-
mation, which implies consent, but through the victimizing

of the helpless black woman. But even this has been limited
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in extent. Out of 4,500,000 of this race in the census of

1861, 400,000 were set down as of mixed blood. Thousands
of these were the legitimate offspring of colored parents

;

and the probability is that not more than 150,000 had white

fathers. Since emancipation the black woman has gained

possession of her own person, and it is the testimony of Dr.

Haygood and other eminent Southerners that the base pro-

cess of intermixture has had a wide and sudden decline, and
that the likelihood of the so-called amalgamation of the

future is fast dying out.

And now, after this survey of race tides and race life

during 268 years, I repeat the question : Has a new race, the

product of our diverse elements, sprung up here in America ?

Or, is there any such a probability for the future?"

Let me answer this question by a recent and striking ref-

erence.

Dr. Strong, in his able, startling, striking Tractate, entitled

" Our Country," speaks, in ch. 4, p. 44, of the Helvetian set-

tlement in southern Wisconsin. He deprecates the preser-

vation of its race, its language, its worship, and its customs

in their integrity. In this, you see, he forgets the old Roman
adage that " though men cross the seas they do not change

their nature." He then protests (and rightly, too) against

the perpetuation of race antipathies, and closes his criticism

with the suggestion, similar to that of Canon Rawlinson, of

Oxford, viz., that the American people should seek the solu-

tion of the race-problem by universal assimilation of blood.

Dr. Strong evidently forgets that the principle of race is

one of the most persistent of all things in the constitution

of man. It is one of those structural facts in our nature

which abide with a fixed, vital, and reproductive power.

2
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Races, like families, are the organisms and the ordinance

of God ; and race feeling, like the family feeling, is of divine

origin. The extinction of race feeling is just as possible as

the extinction of family feeling. Indeed, a race is a family.

The principle of continuity is as masterful in races as it is

in families—as it is in nations.

History is filled with the attempts of kings and mighty

generals and great statesmen to extinguish this instinct.

But their failures are as numerous as their futile attempts;

for this sentiment, alike subtle and spontaneous, has both

pervaded and stimulated society in every quarter. Indeed,

as Lord Beaconsfield says, " race is the key to history."

When once the race-type gets fixed as a new variety, then

it acts precisely as the family life ; for, 1st, it propagates

itself by that divine instinct of reproduction, vital in all

living creatures, and next, 2nd, it has a growth as a " seed

after its own kind and in itself," whereby the race-type be-

comes a perpetuity, with its own distinctive form, constitu-

tion, features, and structure. Heredity is just as true a fact

in races as in families, as it is in individuals.

Nay, we see, not seldom, a special persistency in the race

life. We see families and tribes and clans swept out of

existence, while race " goes on forever." Yea, even nations

suffer the same fate. Take, for instance, the unification of

States now constantly occurring. One small nation after

another is swallowed up by another to magnify its strength

and importance, and thus the great empires of the world be-

come colossal powers. But it is observable that the process of

unification leaves untouched the vitality and the persistency

of race. You have only to turn to Great Britain and to

Austria to verify this statement. In both nations we see the
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intensity of race cohesion, and at the same time the process

of unification. Indeed, on all sides, in Europe, we see the

consolidation of States ; and at the same time the integra-

tion of race: Nature and Providence thus developing that

principle of unity which binds the universe, and yet at the

same time manifesting that conserving power which tends

everywhere to fixity of type ; and in this we are reminded
of the lines of Tennyson :

" Are God and nature, then, at strife,

That nature lends such evil dreams ?

So careful of the type she seems,

So careless of the single life."

Hence, when*a race once seats itself permanently in a land
it is almost as impossible to get rid of it as it is to extirpate

a plant that is indigenous to its soil. You can drive out a

family from a community. You can rid yourself of a clan

or a single tribe by expulsion. You can swallow up by
amalgamation a simple emigrant people.

But when a Pace, i. e., a compact, homogeneous population

of one blood, ancestry, and lineage—numbering, perchance,

some eight or ten millions—once enters a land and settles

therein as its home and heritage, then occurs an event as

fixed and abiding as the rooting of the Pyrenees in Spain
or the Alps in Italy.

The race-problem, it will thus be seen, cannot be settled

by extinction of race. No amalgamating process can elimi-

nate it. It is not a carnal question—a problem of breeds, or

blood, or lineage.

And even if it were, amalgamation would be an impossi-

bility. How can any one persuade seven or eight millions

of people to forget the ties of race ? No one could force them
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into the arms of another race. And even then it would take

generations upon generations to make the American people

homogeneous in blood and essential qualities. Thus take

one single case: There are thirty millions of Negroes on the

American continent (eight or more millions in the United
States of America), and constantly increasing at an immense
ratio. Nothing but the sheerest, haziest imagination can
anticipate the future dissolution of this race and its final

loss ; and so, too, of the other races of men in America.
Indeed, the race-problem is a moral one. It is a question

entirely of ideas. Its solution will come especially from the
domain of principles. Like all the other great battles of hu-
manity, it is to be fought out with the weapons of truth. The
race-problem is a question of organic life, and it must be
dealt with as an ethical matter by the laws of the Christian
system. "As diseases of the mind are invisible, so must
their remedies be."

And this brings me to the one vast question that still

lingers, i. e., the question of Amity. Eace-life is a permanent
element in our system. Can it be maintained in peace?
Can these races give the world the show of brotherhood and
fraternity? Is there a moral remedy in this problem ?

Such a state of concord is, we must admit, a rare sight, even
in Christendom. There is great friction between Celt and
Saxon in Britain. We see the violence of both Russ and
German against the Jew. The bitterness is a mutual one
between Russia on the one hand and Bulgaria and the
neighboring dependent principalities on the other, and
France and Germany stand facing one another like 'great
fighting cocks.
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All this is by no means assuring, and hence we cannot
dismiss this question in an off-hand and careless manner.
The current, however, does not set all one way. There is

another aspect to this question.

Thus the Norman and the Frank have lived together har-

moniously for centuries
; the Welsh, English, and Scotch in

England ; the Indian, the Spaniard, and Negro in Brazil,

and people of very divergent lineage in Spain.

And now the question arises: What are the probabili-

ties of amity in a land where exists such wide divergence of

race as the Saxon on the one hand and the Negro on the

other?

First of all, let me say that the social idea is to be entirely

excluded from consideration. It is absolutely a personal

matter, regulated by taste, condition, or either by racial or

family affinities, and there it must remain undisturbed for-

ever. The Jews in this land are sufficient for themselves.

So are the Germans, the Italians, the Irish, and so are the

Negroes. Civil and political freedom trench in no way upon
the domestic state or social relations.

Besides, there is something ignoble in any man, any class,

any race of men whining and crying because they cannot

move in spheres where they are not wanted.

But, beyond the social range there should be no compro-

mise, and this country should be agitated and even convulsed

till the battle of liberty is won, and every man in the land

is guaranteed fully every civil and political right and pre-

rogative.

The question of equality pertains entirely to the two do-

mains of civil and political life and prerogative.

Now, I wish to show that the probabilities tend toward
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the complete and entire civil and political equality of all

the peoples of this land.

1st. Observe that this is the age of civil freedom. It has

not as yet gained its fullest triumphs , neither yet has Chris-

tianity

But it is to be observed in the history of man that, in due

time, certain principles get their set in human society, and

there is no such thing as successfully resisting them. Their

rise is not a matter of chance or hap-hazard. It is God's

hand in history. It is the providence of the Almighty, and

no earthly power can stay it.

Such, pre-eminently, was the entrance of Christianity in

the centre of the world's civilization, and the planting of

the idea of human brotherhood amid the ideas in the laws

and legislation of great nations. That was the seed from

which have sprung all the great revolutions in thought and

governmental policies during the Christian era. Its work has

been slow, but it has been certain and unfailing. I cannot

pause to narrate all its early victories. We will take a lim-

ited period. We will begin at the dawn of modern civiliza-

tion, and note the grand achievements of the idea of Christian

brotherhood.

It struck at the doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings, and
mortally wounded it. It demanded the extinction of Feu-

dalism, and it got it. It demanded the abolition of the

Slave Trade, and it got it. It demanded the abolition of

Russian Serfage, and it got it. It demanded the education

of the masses, and it got it.

In the early part of the eighteenth century this principle

of brotherhood sprouted forth into a grander and more con-

summate growth, and generated the spirit of democracy.
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When I speak of the spirit of democracy I have no

reference to that spurious, blustering, self-sufficient spirit

which derides God and authority on the one hand and

crushes the weak and helpless on the other. The democratic

spirit I am speaking of is that which upholds the doctrine

of human rights; which demands honor to all men; which

recognizes manhood in all conditions ; which uses the State

as the means and agency for the unlimited progress of hu-

manity. This principle has its root in the Scriptures of God,

and it has come forth into political society to stay ! In the

hands of man it has indeed suffered harm. It has been both

distorted and exaggerated, and without doubt it needs to be

chastised, regulated, and sanctified. But the democratic

principle in its essence is of God, and in its normal state it

is the consummate flower of Christianity, and is irresistible

because it is the mighty breath of God.

It is democracy which has demanded the people's partici-

pation in government and the extension of suffrage, and

it got it. It has demanded a higher wage for labor, and it

has got it, and will get more. It demanded the abolition of

Negro slavery, and it has got it. Its present demand is the

equality of man in the State, irrespective of race, condition,

or lineage. The answer to this demand is the solution of

the race-problem.

In this land the crucial test in the race-problem is the

civil and political rights of the black man. The only ques-

tion now remaining among us for the full triumph of Chris-

tian democracy is the equality of the Negro.

Nay, I take back my own words. It is not the case of the

Negro in this land. It is the nation which is on trial. The
Negro is only the touch-stone. By this black man she stands

or falls.
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If the black man cannot be free in this land, if he cannot

tread with firmness every pathway to preferment and supe-

riority, neither can the white man. "A bridge is never

stronger than its weakest point."

" In nature's chain, whatever link you strike,

Tenth or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike."

So compact a thing is humanity that the despoiling of an

individual is an injury to society.

This nation has staked her existence on this principle of

democracy in her every fundamental political dogma, and

in every organic State document. The democratic idea is

neither Anglo-Saxonism, nor Germanism, nor Hibernianism,

but humanity, and humanity can live when Anglo-Saxon-

ism or any class of the race of man has perished. Humanity
anticipated all human varieties by thousands of years, and

rides above them all, and outlives them all, and swallows

up them all

!

If this nation is not truly democratic then she must die !

Nothing is more destructive to a nation than an organic

falsehood ! This nation cannot live—this nation does not

deserve to live—on the basis of a lie

!

Her fundamental idea is democracy; and if this nation

will not submit herself to the domination of this idea—if

she refuses to live in the spirit of this creed—then she is al-

ready doomed, and she will certainly be damned.
But neither calamity, I ween, is her destiny.

The democratic spirit is of itself a prophecy of its own
fulfillment. Its disasters are trivialities ; its repulses only

temporary- In this nation the Negro has been the test for

over 200 years. But see how far the Negro has traveled in

this time.
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In less than the lifetime of such a man as the great George
Bancroft, observe the transformation in the status of the

Negro in this land. When he was a child the Negro was a

marketable commodity, a beast of the field, a chattel in the

shambles, outside of the pale of the law, and ignorant as a

pagan.

Nay, when I was a boy of 13, I heard the utterance fresh

from the lips of the great J. C. Calhoun, to wit, that if he

could find a Negro who knew the Greek syntax he would
then believe that the Negro was a human being and should

be treated as a man.

If he were living to-day he would come across scores of

Negroes, not only versed in the Greek syntax, but doctors,

lawyers, college students, clergymen, some learned professors,

and one the author of a new Greek Grammar.

But just here the caste spirit interferes in this race-problem

and declares :
" You Negroes may get learning

;
you may

get property
;
you may have churches and religion

; but this

is your limit! This is a white man's Government ! No mat-

ter how many millions you may number, we Anglo-Saxons

are to rule !
" This is the edict constantly hissed in the

Negro's ear, in one vast section of the land.

Let me tell you of a similar edict in another land :

Some sixty years ago there was a young nobleman, an un-

dergraduate at Oxford University, a youth of much talent,

learning, and political ambition
;
but, at the same time, he

was then a foolish youth ! His patrician spirit rose in bitter

protest against the Reform Bill of that day, which lessened

the power of the British aristocracy and increased the suf-

frages of the Commons. He was a clever young fellow, and

he wrote a brilliant poem in defense of his order, notable,
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as you will see, for its rhythm, melody, and withal for its

—

silliness ! Here are two lines from it

:

" Let Laws and Letters, Arts and Learning die

;

But give us still our old Nobility !

"

Yes, let everything go to smash ; let civilization itself go

to the dogs, if only an oligarchy may rule, nourish, and

dominate.

We have a blatant provincialism in our own country,

whose only solution of the race-problem is the eternal sub-

jection of the Negro and the endless domination of a lawless

and self-created aristocracy.

Such men forget that the democratic spirit rejects the fac-

tious barriers of caste and stimulates the lowest of the kind

to the very noblest ambitions of life. They forget that na-

tions are no longer governed b}7 races, but by ideas. They
forget that the triumphant spirit of democracy has bred an

individualism which brooks not the restraints of classes and
aristocracies. They forget that, regardless of " Pope, Consul,

King," or oligarchy, this same spirit of democracy lifts up
to place and power her own agents for the rule of the world

;

and brings to the front, now a Dane as King of Greece, and

now a Frenchman as King of Sweden; now a Jewish D'Israeli

as Prime Minister of England, and now a Gallatin and a

Schurz as cabinet ministers in America. They forget that

a Wamba and a Gurth in one generation, whispering angry

discontent in secret places, become, by the inspiration of

democracy, the outspoken Hampdens and Sydneys of an-

other. They forget that, as letters ripen and education

spreads, the "Sambos" and " Pompeys" of to-day will surely

develop into the Touissants and the Christophes, the Wards
and the Garnets of the morrow, champions of their race and
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vindicators of their rights. They forget that democracy, to

use the words of De Tocqueville, " has severed every link of

the chain" by which aristocracy had fixed every member of

the community, " from the peasant to the king."

They forget that the Church of God is in the world ; that

her mission is, by the Holy Ghost, " to take the weak things

of the world to confound the mighty," " to put down the

mighty from their seats, and to exalt them of low degree ,

"

that now, as in all the ages, she will, by the Gospel, break

up tyrannies and useless dynasties, and lift up the masses to

nobleness of life, and exalt the humblest of men to excel-

lence and superiority.

Above all things, they forget that " the King invisible,

immortal, eternal " is upon the throne of the universe; that

thither caste, and bigotry, and race-hate can ever reach ; that

He is everlastingly committed to the interests of the op-

pressed ; that He is constantly sending forth succors and
assistances for the rescue of the wronged and injured ; that

He brings all the forces of the universe to grind to powder
all the enormities of earth, and to rectify all the ills of hu
manity, and so hasten on the day of universal brotherhood.

By the presence and the power of that Divine Being all

the alienations and disseverances of men shall be healed
;

all the race-problems of this land easily be solved, and love

and peace prevail among men.










